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HOW TO START A BLOG THAT PEOPLE WILL READ: How to create a website, write about a
topic you love, develop a loyal readership, and make six figures doing it.In association with
makemoneyfromhomelionsclub.comNO PRIOR EXPERIENCE REQUIRED. ALL INSTRUCTIONS
ARE FULLY DETAILED AND STEP-BY-STEP SO ANYONE CAN FOLLOW THEM EASILY.Blogs
have the potential to be unbelievably powerful. Never in the history of mankind has such a valuable,
simple, and inexpensive tool existed for exploring topics, sharing ideas, connecting with others, and
building businesses.I never dreamed that blogging would lead to more personal and business
opportunities, financial success, and clarity of mind and purpose than anything else in my life...but it
has.Â Blogging, combined with the power of social media, is one of the most powerful tools for
massive exposure that exists today...and it's virtually free.Â Let me put it this way: Everyone needs
to have a blog. The potential upside of having one is just too great to ignore.Â Not only will a blog
offer you opportunities in all kinds of unexpected and immeasurable ways, the writing will force you
to organize your thoughts and analyze topics in ways that wouldn't be possible otherwise.Â In other
words: The benefits that come from blogging will surprise you...over and over again.Â In this ebook
I'm going to teach you how to create a professional blog, as well as how to strategically pick your
blog topics and write your blog posts (based on keyword research). I'm also going to teach you how
to best monetize your blog, promotional strategies that will drive traffic to your blog, and how to
create a growing and loyal readership. I also include links within the ebook to supporting video
lessons for extra clarity.Â What's great about what I teach you is not only the income level you will
accomplish if you follow through creating your blog, but all that you will learn in the process. The
skills you learn in this ebook will enable you to build all kinds of online businesses and open the
door for all kinds of entrepreneurial projects you may have.Not only that, you will be able to evaluate
business ideas much more intelligently once you've gone through this whole process. This is
because you will understand the fundamentals of keyword research & analysis, traffic & lead
generation, social & affiliate marketing, monetization & conversion testing, and traffic analysis.
These skills will help you immensely in ANY business you ever decide to start (online or not,
passive or not).So why wait? Start your blog today!Â After all, the longer you wait to start, the more
money that is being left on the table.
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Buy a domain name. Sell ads or use google Adsense, pick a topic, blog about it. The end. This is
not a book, it's a collection of the writer's prior articles (he says so up front). So, many paragraphs
are repeated (some more than a few times!). There is no consistency or flow. And he seems
hellbent on convincing you to become a web developer--because that is how he made his money.
Oh, and maybe blog a bit, whatever, but the real money is in web development. Did i mention to sell
your web development skills for $500 a pop? Oh, and dont forget, you can make money doing web
development. And on and on he goes. Don't make the same mistake I did, thinking its only a few
bucks. Save your money, and your time reading this dribble.Oh! And he repeatedly tries to get you
to click on links that no doubt make him $ for each click!

This book was fantastic. And when I say this, let me explain why saying this is different for me. I
have read a LOT of books on making blogs and other online businesses. This one blows every one
out of the water.One of the things I enjoyed immediately was the way the author described the
benefits of a blog. In most books that talk about starting a blog, the first benefit they describe is the
income that can be created through blogging. In this book, the author describes a different benefit
first; and that is the ability to record and organize your thoughts, and analyze topics in a way you
normally would not. As a writer, I was immediately impressed because many times I am driven to
write because of these exact reasons rather than the idea of "I could sell this.".The entrepreneurial
applications in this book are endless because the author teaches you to not only build a blog but
also introduces you to the business of online business.The best part about this book is the way it is
written. First, it is written in language every one will understand. It is honest and the author is

incredibly down to earth. While you are learning the many ways to become an entrepreneur, you
don't ever feel like you are being talked down to or that the information has been over simplified.
This concept is obvious even when talking about rather complex things like domain registration and
purchasing, monetizing, SEO, marketing, Google ranking, Google Analytics, and Google Adsense. I
would recommend this book to anyone who wants to start a blog...well, let me be honest..I'll likely
recommend it to everyone!

I've been building blogs and making money online for several years now. The information in this
book will walk you through the process of getting started and understanding the basics of how to
succeed online. I didn't see anything at all that I did not agree with. The author knows what he is
talking about and has provide an excellent resource for the money...I would have given this book a
five star rating except:1) There are some formatting issues...some areas of the book have bold text
throughout. Even though the information is good, the bold text is very annoying. It's possible that it's
an issue...2) The authors promise to make six figures... that's just a bunch of Internet marketing
mumbo jumbo. The potential to make limitless money on the Internet is for everyone, but there's
nothing in this book that will lead anyone into the place of making 6 figures.In any case, this is an
excellent read if you want to get started on the Internet.

This is a clearly written step by step manual to help you gain success in the world of blogging for
income. I particularly appreciated the information on the difference between white hat SEO and
black hat SEO and the consequences of the latter. The author goes to the basics of what a page
rank is and reveals some of Googles' secrets. It helps you know how to get started in creating your
blog right from what topics to pick to how to involve Social media sites in your blog promotion. You
also learn how to legitimately establish an income over time. I appreciate the honesty of the author
as there are many out there that want you to believe that money online can be made overnight which is simply not true.This book provides great value as there are additional website links that you
can go to for further training or information. I am an avid blogger and am keen on making money
online however, it has been a long process that has required hard work. A lot of the steps that the
author provides i found out myself on the internet however, it was a long hard process that will be
avoided when you get this book as it's all laid out for you. I have purchased many e-books on this
subject and downloaded many free ones but i must say that this one has explained the things i
needed to know that i couldn't find out myself. One of them was "believe it or not' what is a back link
and how it relates to your page rank. This is a great resource for the serious bloggers out there and

i'm grateful that i came across it.

I found like book very comprehensive. Nothing has been left out. The author pours all his knowledge
and experience into this. If you want to have a successful blog, the this book will tell you what you
need to do.It goes through everything from getting your blog, setting it up, writing posts, promotion,
even creating and selling your own products.Excellent tips about choosing the topic.
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